
Poss. Earned Item Explaination
        1 Title Page

        2 Timeline
an overview of what is to come in the presentation to
prepare the viewers.

        2 Phases

Carnagie Stage, or any other critical events that get a title
of some sort to describe that period of time. (ie. a Phase of
high school is Freshman, Sophomore, etc.)

        25 Content

Did you describe all of the important events that ocurr
during the period of time you are researching? Is anything
you said wrong? Did you leave out something important?

        5 logical order

Are your slides arranged in a logical order in relation to
one another or is it just a bunch of individual facts with no
flow?

        5 explained information clearly

Slides are physically laid out and your writing is clear
enough that your presentation is easy to understand. (If
someone reads a slide and they go "HUH?" than
something isn't clear.

        6
 Disorders / Diseases /

Problems

Your slides outlined common medical problems that can
ocurr (or begin) during this phase. Usually physical but can
include  mental or emotional.

        6 Medical Interventions

Did you describe the typical medical tests done on the
mother / baby during this time period? If there are medical
conditions, what treatments are available?

        8

At least 1 form of multimedia
that pertained to the topic was

included

Did you have at least 1 audio or video clip in your
presentation that explains one of the important topics. It
cannot just be fluff, it has to be relevant.

 XC (8
max) Prettiness

How visually appealing and creative is your presentation?
Is it nice to look at without being annoying and busy?

      60

5
Each member presented an
equitable amount of material

This is not just equal numbers of slides. It is also about
equally dividing the big topics or difficult material.

5

Each member was
knowledgeable about their
content when delivering or

when being questioned.

You knew what you were talking about when doing the
presentation. You did NOT just read the slides. After the
presentation, you were able to answer questions about
your topic that demonstrates understanding of the
material.

5

Each member delivered their
content in a clear,

understandable way.

You spoke clearly and loudly enougy to be heard, you
didn't mumble the whole thing. You made sense and didn't
confuse the audience by stopping, starting, correcting
yourself and repeating things you already said.

      15

Oral Presentation to class

 Gestation / Embryology / Infant Presentation Scoring Sheet
Members:
Topic:


